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Chapter: 2096
With the adjustment just now, Adam has also recovered some state.
Although Lin Ziming’s punch just now severely wounded him, he is also a
powerhouse of the god-passing realm, and his physical fitness is so good
that he is abnormal.
In fact, he just pretended to lose control just now, in order to be confused
about Lin Ziming. First, he could adjust his state, and secondly, he also
looked for opportunities. When Lin Ziming was paralyzed, he launched a
sneak attack on Lin Ziming and directly turned defeat into victory!
Now he knew that Lin Ziming’s strength was very terrifying, especially the
control of moves. The combat instinct that was different from ordinary
people far surpassed him. That’s why Lin Ziming could leapfrog the
challenge and succeeded.
His hatred towards Lin Ziming can be said to be that the surging river can’t
be washed away. Today is the most humiliating day in his life. If he wants to
stand up, he has only to kill Lin Ziming.
It’s a pity that his abacus was good, but Lin Ziming was able to see through
it.
Lin Ziming fought him again, this time, the battle was even more one-sided,
and Adam had no ability to fight Lin Ziming at all.
In less than half a minute, Lin Ziming hit Adam again and knocked him
down. And stepped on Adam’s chest. With great strength, Adam’s body was
plunged into the ground, and a big mouth of blood spurted out.
Adam was seriously injured this time, and he felt Lin Ziming’s murderous
intent and was even more terrified.
“No no, don’t kill me!!”
He let out a screaming begging for mercy, where is the prestige at first? He
now looks extremely embarrassed and miserable, and he is completely a
loser.
Lin Ziming looked at him condescendingly, constantly increasing his
strength, “Adam, before dying, do you have any last wishes.”
He seems to be a god of death, judging Adam.
Determine the life and death of Adam.
This scene, for everyone, is no longer shocked, because they have been
shocked too much, to the extent of paralysis.
“Don’t kill me, don’t kill me…”
The current Adam has completely lost the ability to resist. He doesn’t know
how many bones he has broken, especially his internal organs, which are
severely displaced. Even if Lin Ziming lets him go, he will have to take a
long time. Come to recuperate.
But will Lin Ziming let him go?
The answer is of course no.
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“If this is the case, then you go to die.”
Lin Ziming smiled on his face, and then slammed his foot on Adam’s neck.
He heard a squeak. It was the sound of his neck being broken. Adam’s
pupils shrank to the extreme, and he fought fiercely. However, it was
already It didn’t help, Lin Ziming had already stepped on his neck.
But his vitality was extremely tenacious, and he didn’t die immediately.
Instead, he stared at Lin Ziming, his eyes were full of panic, regret, despair,
unwillingness…
Until the end, I lost all my look, my eyes began to fade, and my breath died.
Adam, dead.
The death was so sudden and so simply.
With so many people present, no one made a sound, all were silent, and
everyone was in awe, looking at Lin Ziming with fear.
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